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Preface
For students who care about how an economy works, micro economics is one of

the relevant and interesting subjects they should read. Understanding micro economics is
vital for managerial decision making and formulating public policies. The present text is a
humble submission in explaining the basics of microeconomics as per the new CBCS syllabus,
introduced recently in Odisha. The book is written to cater to the needs of undergraduate
Commerce and Arts students of the state for their generic elective courses.

I have tried to present different economic theories and laws in the possible lucid and
logical manner. Diagrams and some mathematical derivations have been used sparingly to
make the theories convincing and logical. I personally bear the responsibility for all errors
and omissions found in the book.

I am thankful to Dr. Sanjeet Kumar Mohapatra, Deptt. of Economics, Dhenkanal
(Auto) College for the proof reading of the manuscripts. I am obliged to my wife, son and
daughter for their constant support in all my endeavors. I shall fail in my duty if I do not
convey my heartfelt thanks to Mr. Bijoy Kumar Ojha of Himalaya Publishing House for
encouraging and providing me the necessary support in preparing the book.

Suggestions for qualitative improvement of the book are always welcome. I shall be
honoured if the book will be of benefit to those for whom it is meant.

Kartik C. Dash
11th December, 2016
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Micro a Greek word means small. Microeconomics, is the branch of economics
which is concerned with the analysis of the behaviour of individual economic
units or entities, such as an individual consumer or a producer or the price of

a particular commodity. Microeconomics, as Boulding puts it, “is the study of particular firms,
particular households, individual prices, wages, incomes, individual industries, particular commodities.”
Essentially, microeconomics is a study of particular economic organisms (consumers, producers,
etc.) and their interactions, and of particular economic quantities (prices, wages, incomes etc.)
and their determination.

In figurative terms, microeconomics consists of observing the economy through a microscope,
as it were, to see how the millions of cells in the economic body i.e., millions of consumers,
producers, etc. act and react in the course of working of the whole economic organism. In
other words, microeconomics is useful in understanding a firm’s or consumer’s view of some
very specific components of an economic system.

Microeconomics basically deals with individual decision-making and the problem of resource
allocation. It examines, in particular, as to how individual consumers and producers behave and
how their behaviours interact. This helps us in understanding how an economic process determines
which goods should be produced, who will produce them, how they will be produced and how
they will be distributed. Microeconomics, as such, examines the allocation of resources in certain
situations involving individuals, groups and society as a whole. But its approach is always specific
or non-aggregate.

Microeconomic theory is often called the ‘price theory’ or ‘value theory’ because it is
primarily concerned with determination of relative prices of different goods. The subject-matter
of microeconomics fundamentally covers the following areas: (i) Theory of Value, i.e., ‘Product
Pricing’ and ‘Factor Pricing’, (ii) Theory of Economic Welfare and (iii) Theory of international
trade. It can be better shown from the following.
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Micro Economics
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Demand    Production
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Demand is an important concept in economics. In economics demand means effective
desire. Effective desire for a commodity means willingness to purchase and the ability to pay
for it. The demand for anything at a given price is the amount of it which will be bought per
unit of time at that place. Demand also reveals the buyer’s preference for a commodity and
his voluntary offer to pay for it.

Demand for a commodity is a multivariate relationship depending on a number of factors.
The traditional theory of demand has taken price of the commodity, prices of other related
goods, consumers income and preferences as important determinants of demand. This theory
seeks to examine the behaviour of an individual consumer with reference to these factors.

The consumer in the traditional demand analysis is assumed to be rational. Given the
market prices of various goods and his money income, he plans his spendings so as to derive
maximum satisfaction. The consumer is an utility maximiser. He is well informed about all the
information relevant to his decision making. The consumer is aware of all available commodities
in the market, their respective prices etc. So, in order to maximise his utility, the consumer
must be in a position to compare the utilities of various baskets of goods which he can buy
with his given income. There are two basic approaches to the problem of comparison of
utilities of different available baskets that the consumer should purchase to get maximum
possible satisfaction. In otherwords, consumers behaviour can be studied interms of two
approaches. These approaches are – (a) the Cardinal utility approach/Marginal utility analysis
and (b) the Ordinal utility approach/Indifference curve analysis.

1.1  MARGINAL UTILITY ANALYSIS

The cardinal utility approach was given by a group of classical and neo-classical economists
like David Ricardo, Jevons, Walras, Carl Menger and of course Alfred Marshall who brought
perfection to the theory. All these economists introduced the concept of marginal utility in explaining
consumers behaviour in economic analysis. So they constitute the ‘marginalist school’ and the
theory is also known as marginal utility analysis.

The ‘marginalist school’ is also known as ‘cardinalist school’. They postulate that utility
is cardinally measurable. In this regard, some economists have suggested that utility of a commodity
can be measured in monetary units, by the amount of money the consumer is willing to pay for
an unit of the commodity. Others suggested the measurement of utility in objective units called
‘utils’. They use ‘utils’ as the unit of measurement of utilities.
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Assumptions :
The marginal utility theory is based upon the following set of assumptions.

(i) Rationality : The consumer is an economic man. He is rational. He always aims at maximising
his utility, given his money income having alternative uses. His choices are limited by his
income.

(ii) Cardinal utility : The utility of each commodity is measurable as it is a cardinal concept.
It is measured in terms of units called ‘utils’. The utility is measured by the monetary
units. So utilities of different goods are compared in terms of their respective prices.

(iii) Constant marginal utility of money : The utilities of different commodities are measured
in terms of the amounts of money paid for. Since the standard unit of measurement is
always constant, the marginal utility of money is assumed to be constant.

(iv) Independent Utility : The utility derived from the consumption of a particular commodity
depends only on the quantity of that commodity. It is independent of all other factors
like the price and quantity of other related commodities. Using notations,

Ux = f(qx),
where Ux is the utility derived from the commodity X and qx is the quantity of ‘X’ consumed.
Thus the total utility of a basket of ‘n’ goods x1, x2.........xn, depend on the quantities of
these goods i.e. U = f(qx1, qx2..........qxn)

(v) Additive Utilities : In cardinal utility analysis, utilities are not only independent and measurable
but can also be added to determine the total utility, e.g. if the consumer purchases ‘n’
commodities x1, x2..........xn, and if their respective utilities be U1(x1), U2(x2)......Un(xn),
then the total utility (U) shall be the sum-total of utilities derived from each commodities.

U = U1(x1) + U2(x2)+ ..... +Un(xn)
The additive and independent utility assumptions were dropped in the later version of the
cardinal utility approach as they are unrealistic and unnecessary.

(vi) Diminishing Marginal Utility : Marginal utility is the addition to total utility by consuming
an additional unit or the last unit of the commodity. It is the rate at which the total utility
changes as the consumption of a commodity proceeds. For commodity ‘x’ it is given as :

x x
x

x x

dU(q ) U(q )
MU

d(q ) (q )
Δ

= =
Δ

Where ΔU(qx) is the change in total utility and Δ(qx) is the change in quantity of X consumed.
Since marginal utility is the rate of change of total utility per unit change in the amount of the
commodity consumed, Δ(qx) is always taken as one unit. That means Δ(qx) = 1 and therefore
the marginal utility of the nth unit (MUn) is the difference between the total utility by consuming
‘n’ units (TUn) instead of (n–1) units TUn–1. In symbols, MUn = TUn –TUn–1.
The concept of marginal utility and the principles of diminishing marginal utility forms the
basis of the law of demand in cardinal utility analysis. According to the axioms of diminishing
marginal utility, the utility gained from successive units of consumption of a commodity diminishes.
In otherwords, the marginal utility of a commodity diminishes as the consumer acquires more
and more quantities of it. The total utility increases at a diminishing rate, becomes maximum
corresponding to certain quantity of the commodity (where marginal utility becomes zero)
and ultimately falls as the consumption of the commodity proceeds continuously.

1.1.1  EQUILIBRIUM OF THE CONSUMER
On the basis of the above assumption, the cardinalists’ have logically derived the conditions

of equilibrium of a consumer with given income. To begin with, take the case of a simple model
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consisting of a single commodity X, with given per unit price Px. The consumer can either buy
X or retain his money income M. Under these conditions, the consumer attains equilibrium, when
the marginal utility of X equals to its market price– Px

i.e., MUx = Px.
Derivation

Suppose the consumer buys qx units of X when its price per units is Px. His expenditure
is qxpx and let the corresponding utility function be Ux = f(qx), where utility is measured in
monetary units. The consumer being rational shall seek to maximise the difference between the
utility he gets and his expenditure. Let the difference be,

Z = Ux – px qx = g(qx), where ‘g’ is a functional notation.
The necessary condition for a maximum is that the first order derivate of ‘Z’ with respect

to qx equals to zero.

So,
x x x

x x x

d(U ) d(p q )dZ 0
dq dq dq

= − =

or,
x

x
x

d(U ) p
dq

=  i.e. MUx = px x x x
x

d (p q ) p
dq

⎛ ⎞
=⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∵

In case of two commodities with same prices, the consumer should distribute his fixed
money income for the purchase of the goods in such a manner and upto such an extent that the
marginal utility of the last unit of money spent on each commodities becomes equal. That gives
the consumer maximum amount of satisfaction. Therefore the law of equilibrium in consumption
in terms of marginal utilityanalysis is also called “the law of equi-marginal utility”. In case of
more than two commodities with different prices, given the marginal utility of money MUm, the
law canbe expressed as follows.

For more than one commodity, prices of different commodities being different and given
MUm, the condition for consumers equilibrium is the equality of the ratios of the marginal utilities of
the commodities to their respective prices that equals MUm. So for ‘n’ commodities X1, X2,...........Xn,
with respective per unit prices Px1, Px2,...........Pxn, the condition becomes at equilibrium is–

1 2 n

1 2 n

MUx MUx MUx...............
Px Px Px

= = = = MUm

Where MUm = Marginal utility of money.
Thus for more than one commodity, the consumer attains equilibrium when he distributes

his income for the purchases of different commodities in such a manner and to such an extent
that the ratios of the marginal utilities of commodities to their respective prices are equal for all
commodities and this ratio must equal to the given marginal utility of money. If the consumer
derives greater utility from any one commodity than others, he shall substitute the purchase of
the commodity for others till the above equilibrium condition is fulfilled. In cardinal utility analysis
the conditions of consumer’s equilibrium are explained in the form of the principles of equimarginal
utility or the law of substitution.
1.1.2  THE DEMAND FUNCTION :

Demand for a product is determined by many factors simultaneously. It is a multivariate
relationship. Some of the important determinants of demand are its own price, consumers income,
prices of other related goods, consumer’s tastes, income distribution, total population, credit
availability, government policies, past levels of demand and past levels of income. The Marshallian
theory of demand considers only three of the above determinants - the price of the product,
income and taste of the consumer and the prices of the related goods. Accordingly the demand
for a particular product ‘X’ (Dx) can be functionally expressed as –

Dx = f(Px, M, PyPz)
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Where M - the income of the consumer and Py, Pz - the prices of the related goods Y
and Z respectively.

Professor Marshall in his famous law of demand has established inverse relationship between
the quantity of a product demanded (q) with its price (p) assuming other factors to be constant.

Using notations, Marshallian law of demand can be expressed as 
1q
p

α , ceteris paribus. That

is, there exists an inverse relationship between the quantity demanded of a product and its price,
other factors affecting demand remaining constant. Thus according to Marshallian law of demand,
more quantities are demanded at less prices and vice-versa, other things remaining constant.
The individual demand curve shall slope downwards to the right or shall have a negative slope
as is shown in figure 1.1, given below.

In figure 1.1, DD is the individual demand curve for commodity X, which slopes downwards
from left to right. Thus in Marshallian law of demand, demand for a product is a single valued
continuous function and so has its unique inverse. The demand function can be expressed as –

q = f(p), where 
dq 0
dp

<    or, p = g(q), where 
dp 0
dq

<

Here the first derivative measures the slope of the demand curve and both demand functions
are inverse of each other.
1.1.3  DERIVATION OF DEMAND CURVE

In cardinal utility analysis, the derivation of demand curve is based on the axioms of diminishing
marginal utility. The marginal utility of a commodity gradually diminishes as the commodity is
consumed more and more, continuously. The marginal utility curve found from the slope of the
total utility curve shall have a negative slope, as total utility increases at a decreasing rate as
consumption proceeds. The fact is shown in the following figure.

MUx

o Qxx
MUx

Ux=f(qx)

x
Fig- 1-2(A) (B)

t1

t0

t2 t1
t0

t2

Px

o Qx

D

D

Fig- 1.1
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Geometrically the marginal utility of X is the slope of the total utility function Ux = f(qx).
The total utility increases, but at a decreasing rate up to quantity X and then starts declining.
Accordingly the slope of the total utility curve or the marginal utility falls, become zero at quantity
X (where the tangent drawn to the total utility curve becomes parallel to the quantity axis) and
then becomes negative as total utility starts falling.

If the marginal utility is measured in monetary units, the demand curve for ‘X’ becomes identical
to the positive segment of the marginal utility curve. The fact is shown in the following figure.

As is shown in the above figure-1.3(A), corresponding to X1, units of commodity X, the
marginal utility is MU1. Let MU1 in terms of money is equal to say P1 shown in fig 1.3(B). This
shows at a price P1 the consumer demands X1 of the commodity where MUx = Px. Similarly at
quantity X2, the marginal utility is MU2, which in terms of money is equal to P2. Hence at P2
the consumer demands OX2 of X and so on. By joining all such price-quantity combinations
where the marginal utility of the commodity equals to its price, we get a downward sloping
curve in part(B) of fig 1-3. We consider only the downward sloping portion of the marginal
utility curve that lies in the positive quadrant. The negative section of the MU curve does not
form part of the demand curve as negative quantities are never demanded. Thus we get a downward
sloping demand curve DD as shown in the above figure.

The marginal utility theory is considered to be the first systematically developed theory to
explain consumers behaviour. It guides the consumer so far as the allocation of his fixed income
on the purchase of different goods and commodities are concerned so that he maximises his utility.
But the theory assumes too much, assumes absurd and unrealistic assumptions. Specially there
seems to be three basic weaknesses in the cardinalist approach– (i) The assumption of cardinal
measurement of utility is highly unrealistic, utility being a subjective phenomenon, (ii) the assumption
of constant marginal utility of money is misleading, because the law of diminishing utility also
applies to money. As the stock of money with a person increases, the marginal utility of money
for him diminishes. So, money can not be used as a measuring unit of utility, (iii) the principles
of diminishing utility is basically a psychological law, so it can not be established by introspection.
This raises doubts about the derivation of demand curve in the marginal utility theory. Inspite of
these drawbacks one can not write off the theory because it is considered to be first logically
supported theory to explain consumer’s behaviour.

MU x

MU 1

MU 2

MU 3

O
X1 X2 X3

x

MU x

qx

Px

P1

P2

P3

O
X1 X2 X3

x

MU x

qx
D

Fig. 1.3(A) (B)

D

O O
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1.2   INDIFFERENCE CURVE ANALYSIS

Indifference curve analysis is an alternative approach to marginal utility analysis in explaining
consumer’s behaviour.

The technique of indifference curve analysis was originated by Edgeworth in 1881 and its
refinement was made by Professor Pareto, an Italian economist, in 1906. This technique, however,
attained perfection and systematic application in the demand analysis in the hands of J.R Hicks
and RG.D. Allen in 1934. Professor Hicks, in fact, developed and popularised the indifference
curve approach in the theory of demand in his ‘Value and Capital’, published in 1939.

Professor Hicks introduced the concept of “Scale of Preferences” of a consumer as the
base of indifference curve technique. Hicks discarded the Marshallian assumption of cardinal
measurement of utility and suggested its ordinal measurement.

Ordinal measurement implies comparison and ranking without quantification of the magnitude
or differences of satisfaction enjoyed by the consumer.

In the ordinal sense, utility is viewed as the level of satisfaction rather than the amount of
satisfaction. The level of satisfaction is relatively comparable but not quantifiable. Hicks mentions
that it is possible to observe from experience the preferences which consumers display when
choosing between different goods. In practice people are not interested in any one commodity
at a time as assumed by the marginal utility approach. Generally, consumers are, at a time, interested
in a number of commodities, and the satisfaction resulting from their combinations. Besides,
they can always compare the level of satisfaction yielded by one particular combination of goods
with that of another combination. In fact, the level of satisfaction is an increasing function of
the stock of goods. A larger stock of goods, yields a higher level of satisfaction than a smaller
stock of goods. As such, different levels of satisfaction yielded by different combination of
goods can be visualised and compared but their differences cannot be measured in precise numerical
numbers. A rational consumer, obviously, prefers that stock or combination of goods which
yields a higher level of satisfaction than the one which yields a lower one. Thus, the consumer
can conceptually arrange goods and their combinations in the order of their significance or the
level of satisfaction. This conceptual (mental) arrangement of combination of goods and services
set in order of the level of significance is called the scale of preferences.

A rational consumer seeks to maximise his level of satisfaction from the set of goods he
buys. Usually, he is confronted with combinations of many goods and may have several alternatives
in this context. He would certainly rank them according to the different levels of satisfaction in
order to decide priorities. Such a conceptual ordering of different goods and their combinations
in a given order of preferences is termed as the scale of preferences.

Indifference curve analysis otherwise known as ordinal utility analysis takes the case of
two commodities in analysing consumers behaviour. It is based on ‘weak ordering preference’
hypothesis. To explain weak-ordering preferences take the case of two combinations ‘A’ and
‘B’ consisting of different quantities of two commodities. Now the consumer (i) may prefer
combination ‘A’ to combination ‘B’, or (ii) may prefer combination ‘B’ to combination ‘A’.
These are the cases of strong ordering preferences where the consumer reveals his preferences.
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However, there is a third option– where the consumer is indifferent between combination ‘A’
and ‘B’. Here the consumer equally prefers both combinations as both combinations give him
exactly same level of satisfaction. This is the case of weak ordering preference, where the consumer
equally prefers both combinations and so is indifferent between both combinations of goods.
Indifference curve technique is developed on the axioms of weak-ordering preferences. To make
the point clear, consider the following table (1.1), where we have taken five hypothetical combinations
of two commodities in such a manner that each of the combinations gives the consumer same
level of satisfaction. So much so that the consumer is indifferent from among these combinations,
he prefers equally all these combinations.

Table– 1.1
Combinations Amount of Amount of

Commodity X Commodity Y
(in units) (in units)

A 1 15
B 2 10
C 3 6
D 4 3
E 5 1

Since all the combinations A, B, C, D and E having different amounts of two goods X and
Y, give the consumer same level of satisfaction, he is indifferent, when he consumes any of
these combinations. The possible set of all such combinations of two goods that gives the consumer
exactly same level of satisfaction constitute an indifference schedule. If we plot an indifference
schedule graphically, we shall get a curve that slopes downwards to the right. Such a curve is
called an indifference curve.

Indifference curve : The indifference curve is a graphical representation of all possible
combinations of two goods yielding equal level of satisfaction to the consumer. Fig. 1-4. shows
the graphical representation of the indifference schedule given in table–1.1.

Fig.1-4

Indifference Curve

A (1X + 15Y)

B (2X + 10Y)

C (3X + 6Y)

D (4X + 3Y)

E (5X + 1Y)
IC

Y

X

15

12

9

6

3

1 2 3 4 5
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In the above figure commodity X and Y are measured in the respective axes. By joining points
A, B, C, D and ‘E’ each representing one-one combinations of commodities X and Y we get the
indifference curve IC.

For drawing the indifference curve it is assumed that goods are perfectly divisible and the
consumer is able to give sufficient information regarding the level of satisfaction derived from
each combinations lying on the curve. The curve IC represents all possible combinations of X
and Y that gives the consumer exactly same level of satisfaction, so that he is indifferent among
all such combinations.

Thus indifference curve is the locus of combinations of two goods giving a particular level
of satisfaction to the consumer.

Assumptions of Indifference curve analysis :
Indifference curve analysis is based on the following set of assumptions :

(i) The consumer purchases a combination of two goods.
(ii) He can rank his preferences among different combinations of goods. He is able to give a

complete ordering of the scale of preferences of the available combinations e.g. from among
three available combinations of two goods A, B and C the consumer can rank whether A
is preferred to B, or B is preferred to A or the consumer is indifferent between A and B.

(iii) Rationality : The consumer is assumed to be rational in his choices. He always aims at
maximising his level of satisfaction given his income and the market prices of the goods.

(iv) Complete information : The consumer has full knowledge of all relevant information
for making a rational choice.

(v) Ordinal utility : The indifference curve analysis is also known as ordinal preference hypothesis.
Since utility is subjective it is not measurable, but it is comparable. Ordinal utility means
the consumer can rank different available combination of commodities by comparing their
respective levels of satisfaction.

(vi) The total utility of the consumer depends on the quantities of the commodities consumed.
For two commodities X and Y the utility function can be expressed as U = f(x, y). The
corresponding indifference curve can functionally be expressed as f(x, y) = k, where k
is a constant.

(vii) Consistency in choice making : The consumer is consistent in his choices. If in one period
he chooses bundle ‘A’ to bundle ‘B’, he will not prefer ‘B’ to ‘A’ in another period if both
bundles are available to him. Using symbols, the consistency assumption can be written as–

if A > B then B > A
(viii) Transitivity of choice : Consumers’ choices are characterised by transitivity. Transitivity in

choices means if bundle ‘A’ is preferred to B and if bundle B is preferred to ‘C’, then bundle
A is preferred to bundle ‘C’. Symbolically, we may write the transitivity assumption as–

if A > B and B > C then A > C.

Properties of Indifference curves :
Indifference curves have certain characteristics reflecting consumer’s behaviour as follows–

1. Indifference curves slope downwards to right.
2. Indifference curves are convex to the origin.
3. Indifference curves do not intersect each other.
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 1. Indifference curves slope downwards to right : Indifference curve analysis considers
the case of two goods, both having positive marginal significance. Since utilities are independent,
more quantities of goods give more level of satisfaction than less quantities. Since each combination
of two goods on an Indifference curve represents same level of satisfaction, when the quantity of
one commodity in a combination, increases, the amount of the other must decrease, so that both
combinations shall lie on the same indifference curve. This is possible only if the Indifference
curve slope downwards from left to right. This fact is shown in the following figure.

As can be seen from figure-1.5 both combinations A and B lie on the Indifference curve IC
representing same level of satisfaction. Combination ‘A’ consists of (x1 + y1) amounts of the respective
commodities, whereas combination ‘B’ consists of (x2 + y2) amounts. As the consumer moves
from combination ‘A’ to ‘B’ he consumes x1x2 more of combination X and y1y2 less of commodity
Y. This is resonable because the gain in the amount of commodity ‘X’ compensates the loss in Y,
so that the consumer is indifferent between the combinations ‘A’ and ‘B’.

For this reason, Indifference curve can not have a horizontal or vertical shape nor they
can slope upwards to right. Because in such cases more quantities of one or both commodities
shall give same level of satisfaction to the consumer which is redundant. Hence indifference
curves are always negatively sloped.

2. Indifference curves are convex to the origin : The second important property of the
Indifference curve is that indifference curves are convex to the origin. That means the slope of
the Indifference curve gradually diminishes as substitution of one commodity for another proceeds.

Fig. 1.6: Convex and Concave Indifference Curves.
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As in Fig. 1.6 (A), an indifference curve is typically convex to the origin (or concave upwards)

like IC. Convexity implies diminishing slope 
y
x

Δ
Δ  of the indifference curve. The slope of the

indifference curve in economic sense measures the marginal rate of substitution (MRS)*. Thus,
convexity illustrates the law of diminishing marginal rate of substitution.

Convexity of the indifference curve is logical because the consumer values a lesser and
lesser significance of the extra unit of a commodity with a larger stock, and relatively a higher
significance for the one with a smaller stock. Thus, as we move on the indifference curve downwards,
quantity of X becomes larger, while that of Y becomes smaller. Hence, each time the consumer,
substitutes X for Y, he will sacrifice less and less amount of Y in exchange of more and more
of X in order to keep his level of satisfaction unchanged.

A concave indifference curve like IC curve in Fig. 1.6(B) is thus unrealistic for the reason
given above. Because concavity implies an increasing slope of the indifference curve and an
increasing marginal rate of substitution, it is unrealistic from a rational consumer behaviour point
of view.

3. Indifference curves do not intersect each other : Indifference curves can never intersect
or cross each other. That means, there can not be a common point between the two indifference
curves, This is because each indifference curve represents a specific level of satisfaction, say,
IC1 representing U1 level of satisfaction and IC2 representing U2 level of satisfaction suppose
IC1 and IC2 intersect corresponding to point ‘a’ as illustrated in Fig.1-7 (B).

Indifference curves are mathematically based on the assumption of transitivity in choice-
making. Transitivity implies consistency in choice-making. Logically, it is assumed that a rational
consumer would always prefer a larger quantity to a smaller one. And this holds true if indifference
curves do not intersect.

If intersecting indifference curves are drawn, the assumption of transitivity, i.e., consistency
in choice-making, is violated. It also involves a contradiction, as can be seen in figure 1.7(B).

Fig. 1-7(A) Non Intersecting ICs Fig. 1.7(B): Intersecting ICs
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Fig. 1-7(B) illustrates inconsistency and contradiction in the two intersecting indifference
curves.

* The concept of MRS is discussed in detail in Section 6.
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In Fig. 1.7(B), IC1 intersects IC2 at point a. Now, from the indifferent curves, we derive
the following information:

(i) The consumer is indifferent between combinations a and c because both yield the same
level of satisfaction U1 corresponding to IC1. Thus, a = c.

(ii) The consumer is indifferent between combination a and b because they also yield the
same level of satisfaction U2 corresponding to IC2. Thus, a = b.

(iii) Since, a = c and a = b, it follows that b = c. But combination ‘b’ constrains more
amount of both commodities than combination ‘c’. Hence combination ‘b’ gives more
level of satisfaction than combination ‘c’. So b ≠ c. Again, the fact that the combination
a is common to both the curves IC1 and IC2 proves that the level of satisfaction U2 =
U1. This is irrational and unacceptable.

In short, if a consumer is rational and consistent in his choice, there cannot be an intersection
of indifference-curves. So the Indifference curves shall not intersect each other as shown in
figure 1.7(A). The set of Indifference curves on the XY plane is called an ‘Indifference map’.
Thus ‘indifference map’ is the set of Indifference curves on the ‘XY’ plane where higher Indifference
curve represents higher level of satisfaction than lower Indifference curves. In Figure1.7(A)
indifference curves IC1, IC2 and IC3 representing U1, U2 and U3 levels of satisfaction respectively
consitute an indifference map.

Additional Properties
In addition to these three basic properties, we may mention two more characteristics of

an indifference map as follows:
1. Though indifference curves can not intersect each other, they need not be parallel.

This is because there is no proportionality in the differences among the different levels
of satisfaction indicated by each particular indifference curve.

2. The indifference curve represents an ordinal measurement of utility. Thus, a higher indifference
curve represents a higher level of satisfaction in comparison to a lower indifference curve.
The set of indifference curves representing different levels of satisfaction is called an
‘indifference map’. Besides, there is no quantification in the indifference curves as utilities
are ordinal. We represent them as IC1 and IC2 etc. without using the quantity of utilities
they represent. Again, a rational consumer prefers a point on a higher indifference curve
to a point on a lower indifference curve. The distance between two indifference curves
is immaterial. What is important is: whether the indifference curve is the higher one or
the lower one. Combinations on a higher indifference curve is preferred against a lower
one, because the higher indifference curve indicates a higher level of satisfaction.

1.2.1  THE MARGINAL RATE OF SUBSTITUTION (MRS)
The concept of marginal rate of substitution (MRS) and the principles of diminishing marginal

rate of substitution form the core of the indifference curve analysis. As the name suggests, marginal
rate of substitution is the rate of substitution of one commodity for another at the margin. Here,
margin means per unit. Thus marginal rate of substitution of X for Y, denoted by MRSx,y is the
rate of substitution of Y, per unit change in the amount of ‘X’ along a given indifference curve.
Here change in the amount of ‘X’ means either its amount may increase if we move to the right
along an indifference curve or may decrease if we move to the left. Since both commodities have
positive marginal utilities, when the amount of ‘X’ in a combination of X and Y increases, the
amount of ‘Y’ must decrease along a given indifference curve so that the level of satisfaction
remains constant. Just opposite happens if we move from right to left. Here as the amount of ‘X’
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in the combination diminishes so the amount of Y must increase along the given indifference curve.
The amount of one commodity that must be substituted for another on a given indifference curve
is called the rate of substitution in consumption. But MRS is the rate of substitution of one commodity
for an unit change in the other along a given indifference curve.

Table 1.2
Measurement or Marginal Rate of Substitution

 Combinations Commodity Commodity MRS = 
X
Y

Δ
Δ

(x in units) (y in units)

A 10 25 —

B 11 20 –
5
1  = –5

C 12 16 –
4
1  = –4

D 13 13 –
3
1  = –3

E 14 11 –
2
1  = –2

The measurement of MRSx,y is illustrated in table 1.2, where A, B, C, D and E respresent
different combinations of commodities X and Y on the same Indifference curve. As can be seen,
when the consumer moves from combination A to B on the same Indifference curve, he is prepared
to forgo 5 unit of Y for an additional unit of X.  Similarly, when he moves from combination B
to C, he substitutes 4 units of Y for the same additional unit of X and so on. One thing is clear,
since the consumer is willing to forgo 5 units of Y for an additional unit of X as he moves from
combination ‘A’ to ‘B’, the loss in satisfaction by not consuming 5 units of Y must be exactly
same as the gain in satisfaction by consuming an additional unit of ‘X’, as both combination lie
on the same indifference curve. So also, when he moves from combination B to C and so on.

It can be seen from the table that as the consumer moves from combination A to B, to C
to D gradually he wishes to forgo less and less amount of ‘Y’ for the same unit gain in the
amount of X. In other words gradually MRSx,y diminishes as substitution of X for Y proceeds.
This is the principle of diminishing marginal rate of substitution.

The MRSx,y diminishes because of the following economic reasonings. First– the marginal
significance of a commodity is inversely proportional to its stock. In the beginning, corresponding
to combination ‘A’ the stock of commodity Y is relatively more than the stock of commodity
X. So the marginal significance of ‘Y’ is relatively less than that of ‘X’. Owing to higher marginal
significance of X and lower marginal significance of ‘Y’, in the beginning the consumer is willing
to forgo more units of Y for an unit gain in X. But as substitution of commodity X proceeds,
gradually the stock of X with the consumer increases and so its marginal significance falls. On
the other hand gradually the stock of commodity Y falls resulting in its increased marginal significance.
So the consumer shall be prepared to forgo less and less amount of Y for the same unit gain in
X as substitution of X for Y proceeds.

Second– the commodities X and Y are assumed to be imperfect substitutes of each other.
Had they been perfect substitutes, an unit increase in the amount of one commodity shall always
be compensated by the same reduction in the amount of the other. In such cases the MRSx,y
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shall be a constant and the corresponding indifference curve shall be a straight line with a negative
slope. But since commodities are imperfect substitutes of each other MRSx,y shall diminish.

Thus as substitution of X for Y proceeds or as we move from left to right on a given
indifference curve MRSx,y diminishes. This fact has been shown in the following diagram.

As can be seen in fig. 1.8(A) as the consumer moves from combination ‘A’ to ‘B’, he

forgoes Δy1 of Y for the gain of Δx of X. Here the MRSx,y = 1y
x

Δ
Δ

. But when he moves from ‘B’

to combination ‘C’, he sacrifices Δy2 of y for the same amount gain in X – Δx. As such now the

MRSx,y = 2y
x

Δ
Δ

. Here we have taken Δx to be one unit. It can be seen from the figure that Δy1 >

Δy2. So 1 2y y
x x

Δ Δ
>

Δ Δ
 hence MRSx,y falls as the stock of commodity X with the consumer increases.

The MRSx,y at a point on the indifference curve can be measured from the slope of the
tangent drawn to the curve at that point. This is shown in fig 1.8(B). In the figure MRSx,y at point
K is the slope of the tangent t1T1 and that at point L and M are respectively equal to the slope of

the corresponding tangents t2T2 and t3T3. Since 31 2

1 2 3

otot ot
oT oT oT

> > , it verifies the fact that MRSx,y

at point K> that at L> that at point M. Thus the MRSx,y at a point on a given indifference curve is
given by the slope of the curve at that point.

i.e. Slope of the indifference curve at a point = 1y
x

Δ
−

Δ
 = MRSx,y

However in Indifference curve analysis the concept of marginal utility is implicit in the
definition of marginal rate of substitution. In figure 1.8(A) when the consumer moves from
combination ‘A’ to ‘B’ he forgoes Δy1 of Y to gain Δx of X. Hence the loss in utility by forgoing
Δy1 of Y (i.e. Δy1 × MUy) must be equal to the gain in utility by consuming an additional amount
Δx of X (i.e. Δx × MUx). So we get,

Δy1 × MUy = Δx × MUx

Commodity
y

o xCommodity

A

B

C
D

IC

Δy1 ΔΔΔΔΔ x

Δy2
ΔΔΔΔΔ x

Δy3
ΔΔΔΔΔ x

Commodity
y

o

t1

t2

t3 K

L
M

IC

T1 T2
T3x

CommodityFig. 1.8(A) Fig. 1.8(B)
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or, MRSx,y = 
1 x

y

y MU
x MU

Δ =
Δ

or, MRSx,y = 
y

x

MU
MU

Diminishing marginal rate of substitution of x for y can also be verified from the fact that
indifference curves are convex to the origin. Since indifference curves are convex to the origin
the slope of the curve (MRSx,y) diminishes as we move from left to right.

The principle of diminishing marginal rate of substitution is a definite improvement upon the
Marshallian concept of diminishing marginal utility. Unlike Marshall, Hicks does not assume the
cardinal measurement of utility which is unrealistic and impracticable. The marginal rate of substitution
is a measurable concept as it is defined as the ratio of a change in the quantity of a commodity (Y)

to a small unit change in the quantity of another one (X), i.e., MRSxy = 
y
x

Δ
Δ

Thus, MRSxy is measured in terms of physical units of the goods.

1.2.2   THE BUDGET CONSTRAINT: THE PRICE-INCOME LINE
The concept of budget line, also called the price-line or price-income line is important to

determine consumer’s equilibrium in terms of indifference curve analysis. Since the consumer is
an utility maximiser, he shall always try to purchase a combination of commodities that lie on the
possible highest indifference curve. But his pursuit of buying more of both goods, obtaining more
and more level of satisfaction thereby attaining higher and higher indifference curves are constrained
by his income and the prices of the goods he purchases. In terms of indifference curve analysis
the budget line illustrates the relationship between the income of the consumer and the prices of
the two goods.

To derive the budget line we assume that the consumer has a given amount of income and
the prices of both goods are given and constant. The consumer is also assumed to be a non-
saver. Given the prices of the two goods X and Y as ‘Px’ and ‘Py’ and given the money income of
the consumer ‘M’, let the consumer can purchase ‘qx’ and ‘qy’ amounts of X and Y respectively.
Now the budget constraint can be written as–

px qx + py qy = M ...(i)

Solving the equation for either qx or qy we can illustrate the budget constraint graphically by
the price line. e.g. solving the above expression for qy we get,

qy = x
x

y y

p1 M q
p p

− ...(ii)
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Now, assigning successive values to qx (given M,
Px and Py). We can determine the corresponding values
of qy. Thus if qx = 0 (in the event of consumer spending
his total income on Y) the consumer can purchase M/py
units of Y. Similarly if qy = 0, the consumer can buy M/px
units of X. Thus, given px, py and M, the consumer can
purchase either M/py of Y or M/px of X or any combination
of X and Y satisfying equation(i). These results are shown
in the adjoining figure no.1-9. By joining the points A(M/py)
and B(M/px) we get the budget or the price line. Now we
define the budget line as ‘the locus of combinations of
two goods– that the consumer can purchase given their
respective prices and the money income of the consumer’.
In this context we can also define the budget set. The budget set is the set of combinations of
commodity X and Y, that the consumer can afford to purchase, given their respective prices and
the money income of the consumer. In Fig.1-9, the set of all points (each point representing one
combination) lying with the closed region OAB is the budget set for the consumer. In other
words the set of combinations of commodity X and Y that satisfies the budget constraint pxX +
pyY ≤  M defines the budget set.

What a consumer can actually buy depends on the income at his disposal and the prices of the
goods he wants to buy. Thus, income and prices are the two objective factors that determine the
budget line for the consumer. The consumption or purchase possibility of the consumer is restricted
by the budget constraint. To illustrate the point, let us assume that a consumer has an income of `50
to be spent on two goods X and Y. The price of X is `5 per unit and the price of Y is `10 per unit.
Then, his alternative spending possibilities can be assumed as under (see Table 1.3).

It is clear that the consumer could spend his given income on any one of the alternative
combinations of two goods X and Y. If he spends the entire amount of ` 50 on Y, he will have 5
units of Y and none of X. Alternatively, he can have 10 units of X and none of Y. Or, he can allocate
his entire income on two goods in different proportions and can have a combination as illustrated in
Table 1.3. Now, assuming that X and Y are perfectly divisible, we can have an infinite number of
possible purchase combinations of X and Y as represented diagrammatically in Fig. 1.10 That is to
say, the budget constraint may be illustrated by constructing a budget line, as in Fig. 1.10.

Table 1.3

Alternative Purchase Possibilities

Combinations Units of Commodity Units of Commodity

Y X

A 5 0

B 4 2

C 3 4

D 2 6

E 1 8

F 0 10

Y
A

O B
X

M/py

M/px

Fig no.1-9
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In Fig. 1.10 point A denotes that if a consumer
spends all his income on Y, he can buy OA of Y (in
our numerical illustration, 5 units of Y). Similarly,
point F denotes that OF of X can be bought by spending
the entire income on it (i.e., 10 units of X in the
illustration). By joining points A and F, we derive
the line AF, which is described as the price line or
the budget line, representing various alternative purchase
combinations that can be bought with given money
income ‘M’. It exhausts all the opportunities of purchase
in relation to a given income and prices of goods.
The consumer can not have any point of combinations
(like say, point z), which is beyond the region of the
budget line. This is because his income can buy only
limited quantities of the goods. The set of combinations
of commodity ‘X’ and ‘Y’ defines the budget set.
In the diagram the closed region OAF defines the budget set. He can only select any point (like A,
B, C, etc.) and the relevant combination on the budget line, if he spends his entire income on
these goods, X and Y. The budget line is also referred to as income or price line, because it
represents the real income of the consumer. Any point (like point S) which is below the income
line AB indicates that the consumer does not spend his entire income on X and Y.
Slope of Price Line

In a generalised form, using algebraic terms, the consumer’s budget constraint can be expressed
as :

M = Px. Qx + Py, Qy
where, M = Consumer’s given money income; Px = Price of X; Py = Price of Y ; Qx =

Quantity of X; Qy = Quantity of Y.

Graphically the slope of the budget line is equal to 
OA
OF .

∴ 
OA
OF  = 

/
/

= × =y x x

x y y

M P P PM
M P P M P

Thus, the slope of Price Line = x

y

P
P . The slope of the price line is always negative, so the

slope is x

y

P
P

− . However its absolute value is x

y

P
P

.

The slope of the budget line 
OA
OF  represents the ratio of prices of two goods under consideration.

Therefore, it is also referred as the price line. Thus, in our illustration, the slope of price-line AF

represents 
Price of
Price of 

X
Y  (i.e., x

y

P
P ).

Fig. 1.10: The Budget Line (Price Line)
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Evidently, the slope and position of the budget-line or price line depends on two factors:
(i) The money income of the consumer, and

(ii) Prices of the two goods he wants to buy.

Changes in Money Income and Budget Lines

If the prices of the goods (X and Y) are unchanged; so that 
x

y

P
P  is constant, when the

money income of the consumer changes (increases or decreases), the budget line or the income
line will shift accordingly [see Fig. 1.11(A)].

In Fig. 1.11(A), the income line shifts upward as A1B1, A2B2, A3B3 etc. as money income
increases from M1 to M2, M3 etc. Since the price are constants so also px/py is constant, the slope
of income line does not change.

thus, there is a parallel shift away from the origin when the money income increases. Similarly,
when money income decreases, income line will tend to shift towards the origin. Thus a change
in the money income alone changes the position of the price line, its shape remaining same.

Changes in Prices and the Budget Lines
If, however, prices of goods change, but the money income remains unchanged, then also

the real income of the consumer will change, so also the budget line. Here real income means
income in terms of goods purchased. If the money (or the nominal) income is M and price of

commodity X is Px, then the real income is 
x

M
P . So, when the price increases, given ‘M’, real

income falls and vice-versa. When prices change, money income remaining constant, real income
of the consumer shall change which is shown by the change in the slope of the price line. The
fact is shown in figure 1-11(B) and 1-11(C).

Fig. 1.11: Price Lines
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As in Fig. 1.11(B), when the price of X falls, the price ratio 
Px
Py

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 will tend to diminish.

Therefore, the slope of the price line will tend to be more flat. The price line changes from AB1 to

AB2, AB3 etc. with the fall in the price of X. Conversely, when the price of X tends to rise, 
Px
Py

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

rises; so the price line will become steeper and steeper, as the line moves from AB3 to AB2, ABl
etc.

Likewise, Fig. 1.11(C) depicts the movement of the price line when price of Y changes
(price of X remaining unchanged). With the falling price of Y, the price line tends to move from
BA1 to BA2. We can find out the rise in price of Y, by viewing the movement of the price line
from BA2 to BA1 . Thus changes in the prices shall change the slope and so the shape of the price
line.

1.2.3  THE CONSUMER’S EQUILIBRIUM

A consumer attains equilibrium when he is purchasing such a combination of goods that
gives him maximum level of satisfaction. At equilibrium the consumer does not have a tendency
to rearrange his purchases. He is in a state of inertia, a position of satiety.

In terms of indifference curve analysis, we discuss equilibrium of a consumer assuming the
following –

1. The consumer is rational in his choice making, aiming at maximum level of satisfaction.

2. The consumer has a fixed amount of money income to spend.

3. He purchases a combination of two goods X and Y, given their respective prices Px and
Py

4. Both the goods X and Y are homogeneous and divisible.

5. The consumer has definite tastes and preferences. So, he has a given scale of preference
expressed through an indifference map. This scale of preference remains the same throughout
the analysis.

Consumer’s equilibrium in terms of indifference curve analysis is better explained
diagrammatically. Here to start with, we assume that the scale of preference of the
consumer is given in terms of an indifference map and his affordable combinations of
commodity X and Y in terms of the budget line. The combination of goods that gives the
consumer maximum level of satisfaction is determined by super-imposing the budget line
on the indifference map as is shown in figure 1.12.
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As can be seen in Fig-1.12, any combination lying on indifference curves (such as IC5)
which are beyond the budget line AB, are out of reach of the consumer. A consumer can choose
any combination on the budget line. His interest, however, lies in the maximisation of satisfaction.
So, he will try to attain the highest possible indifference curve within his reach. Suppose, he
starts with the combination ‘a’ on the budget line AB. Here, he derives say U1 level of satisfaction
(represented by the indifference curve IC1). If, however, he moves from combination ‘a’ to ‘b’
on the budget line, he is placed on the higher indifference curve IC2 representing U2 level of
satisfaction. By doing so he reallocates his total expenditure in favour of X. That is, he substitutes
some quantity of X for Y in the combination. He, thus, prefers combination ‘b’ to combination ‘a’
because the level of satisfaction ‘U2’ derived at ‘b’ on IC2 is greater than U1 level of satisfaction
realised at ‘a’ on IC1. Similarly, he can move to a still preferred position, combination ‘c’ on the
budget line and reaches the indifference curve IC3. The consumer will continue this process of
moving downward on the budget line till he reaches point ‘e’. Point ‘e’ places the consumer on
IC4 which is the highest attainable position in terms of levels of satisfaction under the given
constraints of income and prices. If he moves further down on the budget line to combinations,
such as ‘d’, ‘f’, and ‘g’, he will again be placed on lower and lower indifference curves. As such,
once he attains combination ‘e’, he would not like to move further. Apparently, if the consumer
begins from combination ‘g’, as he moves up to combinations f, d, and e, he will be placed on a
higher and higher indifference curve (here, he tends to substitute Y for X in the combination).
Anyway, point e is the position most preferred by the consumer, as he attains the highest indifference
curve, representing possible maximum level of satisfaction.

It can be seen from Fig.-1.12, that corresponding to combination ‘e’, the price line AB is
tangent to IC4. So, in terms of indifference curve analysis, consumers equilibrium is defined by
the point of tangency where the budget line becomes tangent to the possible highest indifference
curve.

Fig. 1.12 Superimposition of the Budget Line on Indifference Map
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In Fig.-1.12, it may be observed that, in a technical sense, at the point of equilibrium ‘e’ the
price line is tangent to an indifference curve IC.

This implies that corresponding to point ‘e’ the slope of the price line is exactly equal to the
slope of the indifference curve.

i.e., MRSxy = x

y

P
P , because the slope of the indifference curve equals to the MRSx,y and the

slope of the price line = px/py. Both, the slope of the indifference curve and the price line are
numerically negative which cancels in both sides of equality. Thus in terms of Indifference curve
analysis consumer’s equilibrium is defined corresponding to the point of tangency, where the

given price line is tangent to the possible highest Indifference curve. That is where MRSx,y = x

y

P
P .

The point of tangency between the budget line and the indifference curve is only the necessary
condition of consumer’s equilibrium in terms of indifference curve analysis. Besides this, it is required
that the segment of the indifference curve corresponding to the point of tangency must be convex to
the origin. In other words, corresponding to the point of tangency the marginal rate of substitution of
X for Y must be diminishing. This fact is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.13 shown below.

In Fig.-1.13, the indifference curve IC1 is concave to the origin corresponding the tangency
point ‘J’, where the budget line AB is tangent. At ‘J’, MRSxy = Px/Py

1 as AB is tangent to IC1. But
here, point ‘J’ is clearly not an equilibrium point as the consumer’s satisfaction is not maximum
at ‘J’. IC1 being concave at ‘J’, implies that there may be points such as ‘U’ and ‘T’ on the
budget line and so affordable but lie on higher indifference curve like IC2. So the consumer can
move along AB to such points and can attain higher level of satisfaction. Furthermore at point ‘J’,
IC1 is concave to the origin. Concavity of the Indifference curve means the marginal rate of
substitution of ‘X’ for ‘Y’ increases. That means gradually more and more units of commodity
‘Y’ are to be substituted for the same extra unit gain in the amount of commodity X. This violates
the fundamental dictums of ordinal utility analysis, because the marginal significance of both
goods are always positive. Thus it is required that the portion of indifference curve where tangency
occurs must be convex to the origin, or the MRSx,y must be diminishing.

Thus, in terms of indifference curve analysis the twin conditions of equilibrium must be
fulfilled– namely :

(i) At equilibrium, the given budget line must be tangent to an indifference curve, i.e.,
MRSx,y = Px/Py and

Fig.1.13
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(ii) The segment of the indifference curve where tangency occurs must be convex to the
origin, or at equilibrium, the MRSx,y must be diminishing.

Consumer’s equilibrium in some non-normal cases
Convex Indifference curve implies that the commodities are substitutable. In the limiting

case when commodities became perfect substitutes the indifference curve becomes a straight
line with a negative slope; shown in Figure 1.14.

In such a situation it may so happen that the negatively sloped budget line may coincide
with the straight line indifference curve. In such a case each point on the indifference curve is a
tangency point and so no-equilibrium can be defined. However in such cases the equilibrium may
be defined at a corner point, either point ‘A’ or ‘B’ can be an equilibrium point. So here the
consumer just purchases one commodity in equilibrium. Such a situation is called ‘monomania’.
Situations of ‘monomania’ are not observed in real world situations.

The other limiting case is when the commodities become perfect complementaries to each
other. In such case the indifference curve becomes right-angled as there is no possibility of substitution
between goods. The indifference curve in case of complementary goods are shown in Figure 1-15

In case when the goods are complementary to each other, indifference curve analysis fails.

Y

O X
Figure 1.15 (Complementary goods)
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1.2.4  THE EFFECT OF A PRICE CHANGE ON CONSUMER EQUILIBRIUM

The consumer’s equilibrium in terms of indifference curve analysis is defined by the point
of tangency, where the budget line becomes tangent to the possible highest indifference curve.
Here we assume the money income of the consumer and the prices of both goods that he purchases
are exogenous variables and are given. Now if either the money income or the prices of goods or
both change, then obviously the tangency point and so the equilibrium position of the consumer
shall change. It is interesting to analyse the behaviour of the consumer in the event of these
changes. There are three different possibilities where the conditions underlying consumer’s equilibrium
are liable to change.

First, in case if the money income of the consumer changes, prices of the commodities
remaining constant, the real income of the consumer shall change. He shall be either better off or
worse off than before depending on whether his money income rises or falls. Accordingly the
consumer shall purchase more of both the goods as his real income rises or vice-versa, assuming
both goods to be normal goods. This shall affect the equilibrium position of the consumer. In
terms of indifference curve such effects are studied in terms of ‘Income effect’.

Second, it may so happen that prices may change and the money income of the consumer
changes simultaneously and proportionately so that his real income remains constant. He is neither
better off nor worse off then before inspite of the price change, as it is compensated by the
corresponding change in his money income. However, in such a situation the consumer shall be
purchasing more or less of the commodity whose price changes. In otherwords, when the prices
of one commodity changes or when the relative price of commodities change along with a corresponding
and proportional change in the money income of the consumer, he shall substitute the relatively
cheaper goods for the dearer good. This shall change his equilibrium position. In indifference
curve analysis such type of situations are studied in terms of ‘substitution-effect’.

The third possibility is that there may be a change in the price of a commodity alone, money
income of the consumer remaining constant. A change in price shall result a corresponding change
in the real income of the consumer. He shall be either better off or worse off depending upon
whether the price of the commodity in question falls or rises. This shall result both an income
effect (due to the change in the real income of the consumer) as well as a substitution effect (as
the commodity whose price changes shall be either cheaper or costlier in comparison to the other
commodity depending on whether its price falls or rises respectively). The net of both these
effect in terms of indifference curve analysis is called price effect.

The consequences of these three effects on money income, price and the real income of the
consumer can be seen from the following–

Types of Money Price Real
the effect Income Income

Income effect changes constant changes

Substitution effect changes changes constant

Price effect constant changes changes

In the following sections these effects have been discussed briefly.
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1.2.5  INCOME EFFECT
Income effect as the name suggests studies the effect of change in the money income of a

consumer alone, (given the prices of commodities) on his equilibrium in terms of indifference curve
analysis. Given the prices of the goods, a change in the money income shall change the real income
of the consumer. He shall be better off if his money income and so his real income rises or otherwise
if his money income falls. This shall result in a change in the quantity purchased of both goods. If
both the goods are normal goods (normal goods are those where the demand changes in the same
direction as the money income of the consumer) then the consumer shall purchase more or less of
the goods depending on whether his money income rises or falls. That shall result in a shift in the
equilibrium position of the consumer. This fact is shown in the following Figure-1.16.

Fig.no.1.16 (Income effect)

As can be seen in Fig. no. 1.16, suppose given Px, Py and the money income of the consumer,
the budget line A1B1 is tangent to IC1 at e1. So initially the consumer is at equilibrium at ‘e1’. Now,
assume the money income of the consumer increases, given the prices of the goods, the budget
line shifts to A2B2 and it is tangent to IC2 at ‘e2’. So this causes a shift in the equilibrium position
of the consumer from e1 and e2. In the event of a still further increase in his money income, given
the prices of goods, the equilibrium position shifts to the point ‘e3’. The movement of the equilibrium
or the point of tangency from e1 to e2 to e3 is due to the income effect. By joining successive
equilibrium points corresponding to different levels of money income we get a curve known as
Income Consumption Curve (ICC). The ICC is the locus of combination of equilibrium points
corresponding to various levels of money income of the consumer, given the prices of the two
goods. In case of increase in the money income, the equilibrium points shifts to the right and
vice-versa for a fall in the money income of the consumer. The shape of the ICC shows how the
consumer’s purchases respond to a change in the money income of the consumer, given the
prices of the goods. Thus, ICC traces out the income effect due to a change in the money income
of the consumer given the relative prices.

The shape of ICC depends on the nature of the goods. In case of normal goods the ICC shall
slope upwards to the right indicating that more of both the goods shall be purchased at higher
income than at lower income. In general, the ICC slopes upwards to the right initially with low

B1 B3
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incomes irrespective of the nature of the goods. But over some ranges of income ICC may slope
upwards to the left or may bend downwards to the right. That shows, after a point, when the
income of the consumer rises, he purchases less of a good. That good becomes inferior for the
consumer after certain level of income. This happens if one of the goods is consumed in large
amounts when the consumer is poor and is replaced totally or partially by better quality goods
when he becomes rich. Thus corresponding to low level of income all goods are normal for the
consumer. A commodity becomes inferior once the income of the consumer reaches certain
heights. These facts have been shown in Fig. 1.17(A) and Fig. 1.17(B)

Fig. 1.17(A) Fig. 1.17(B)

Figure 1.17(A) above shows that corresponding to low level of income all ICC slope upwards
to the right as in case of ICC1, ICC2 and ICC3. This shows that the consumer purchases more of
both goods as his income rises. So here both goods are normal for the consumer. At the extreme,
the consumer may hold the purchases of one good constant over a range of income in figure
1.17(A), ICC4 is horizontal beyond ‘A’ and ICC5 is vertical beyond point ‘B’. That shows with
ICC4, the consumer purchases a constant amount of commodity ‘Y’ beyond ‘A’ as his income
rises. Similarly, with ICC5, the consumer purchases a given amount of commodity ‘X’ beyond
point ‘B’ as his income rises.

In Figure 1.17(B), it can be seen that ICC6 slope downwards to the right and ICC7 slopes
upwards to the left beyond certain ranges of income of the consumer. Such ICC shows that after
some level, a commodity becomes inferior for the consumer so that he purchases less and less of
it as his income rises. In the figure, ICC6 shows that after certain level of income commodity ‘Y’
becomes an inferior goods for the consumer. If commodity ‘X’ becomes inferior beyond certain
level of income than the ICC assumes the shape of ICC7.

If the ICC slopes upwards to the right then the income effect (direct income effect) is said
to be positive, where the quantity purchased of both goods change in the same direction as
change in the income of the consumer. If ICC slopes backward or downward then the income
effect for the corresponding goods becomes negative after a certain level of income. Thus for
normal goods income effect is positive and for inferior goods income effect is negative.
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1.2.6   SUBSTITUTION EFFECT
In terms of indifference curve analysis, substitution effect studies the effect of change in

the relative price of a commodity and a corresponding change in the money income of the consumer
so that his real income remains constant on the quantity purchased of the commodities. Relative
price of commodities change due to the change in the price of one commodity, the price of the
other commodity remaining constant or when prices of both goods change by different rates.
When the relative price changes the real income of the consumer also changes. To analyse the
effect of changes in the relative price of the commodity alone on consumer’s equilibrium, the
money income of the consumer is changed accordingly to keep his real income constant. The
money income of the consumer is changed to make the consumer neither better off nor worse off
then before inspite of the change in the relative prices. Under such conditions, how the quantity
purchased of the commodities shall change real income remaining constant is analysed by the
substitution effect. In other words, the substitution effect measures the changes in the quantity
purchased of a commodity due to a change in its relative price alone, the real income of the
consumer remaining constant.

To keep the real income of the consumer constant inspite of a change in the relative prices,
the money income of the consumer is to be changed. Two slightly different approaches are given
in this regard to study the substitution effect. One by Hicks and Allen in terms of ‘compensating
variation’ method and second by Slutsky in terms of ‘cost difference’ method. The two methods
differ with regard to the magnitude of the change in the money income of the consumer to
neutralise the change in his real income due to the change in the relative prices of the commodities.

In the compensating variation method the price change is accompanied by so much change
in the income of the consumer that the consumer is neither better off nor worse off than before
the price-change. Here the money income of the consumer is changed by such an amount that he
remains on the same indifference curve after the price change. That ensures the fact that the real
income of the consumer has been suitably compensated by the change in his money income.
Hicks substitution effect due to a price change is depicted in Figure 1.18 below.

Figure 1.18 Hick’s Measurement of Substitution Effect
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In Figure 1.18, given the prices of commodities X and Y and the money income of the
consumer, the consumer is in equilibrium at ‘e1’ where the budget line PL1 is tangent to IC1. Now
suppose the price of ‘X’ falls, so that the new price line PL2 becomes tangent to IC2 at e3. Now
to measure the substitution effect in the compensating variation method reduce the money income
of the consumer by an amount to keep his real income constant. Here the money income of the
consumer is reduced by an amount PA in terms of ‘Y’ or L2B in terms of X, such that the
compensated budget line AB (parallel to PL2) is tangent to IC1 and e2. It can be seen that the
consumer is on the same IC before and after the price change. This is a situation where the
consumer can feel as if his real income has remain the same. But now commodity ‘X’ has become
relatively cheaper compared to commodity Y corresponding to the compensated price line AB.
Since the human tendency is to substitute the cheaper goods for the dearer ones, in this case the
consumer shall substitute NN1 of X for MM1 of Y and shall move from e1 to e2 on IC1. The
movement of consumers equilibrium position from ‘e1’ to ‘e2’ is the substitution effect. The
substitution effect for a rise in the price of ‘X’ can similarly be shown in graphs.

In the cost difference method given by Slutsky, the money income of the consumer is changed
by an amount equal to the change in his purchasing power due to the price change. The change in
the purchasing power of the consumer due to a price change is measured by multiplying the change
in price with the number of units of the goods that he purchased at the old price i.e. ΔM = P1Q1 –
P2Q1. Here the difference in the cost of purchase of the number of units of the commodity (Q1) the
consumer was buying at the old price (P1) and the same number of units at the new price (P2) is the
amount by which the money income of the consumer should change to keep his real income constant.
The substitution effect in the cost difference method is shown in Fig.1.19.

Fig.1-19 (Slutsky’s Substitution Effect)
It can be seen from Fig.1.19 that given Px, Py and the money income of the consumer, the

budget line PL1 is tangent to IC1 at e1. Now let the budget line changes to PL2 due to a fall in Px, Py
remaining constant. The consumer equilibrium position shifts to the position e3. Now to keep the
real income of the consumer constant, so as to measure the substitution effect we reduce the
money income by the cost difference method to keep his real income constant. Here the new budget
line AB parallel to PL2 is drawn in a way such that it passes through the initial equilibrium point ‘e1’
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so that the consumer can purchase the same amount of ‘X’ if he wishes. But with the budget line
AB, the consumer shall be in equilibrium at ‘e2’ on IC2 where AB is tangent to IC2. That means due
to the fall in price of ‘X’, now that commodity ‘X’ has become relatively cheaper than commodity
Y, the consumer will substitute NN1 of X for MM1 of Y and shall move from ‘e1’ to ‘e2’. The
movement from ‘e1’ on IC1 to ‘e2’ on IC2 is the substitution effect in the cost difference method.

The substitution effect due to a rise in price can also similarly be shown in diagrams. It can
be seen from above that the substitution effect occurs due to a change in the relative price of the
goods only. So it is called ‘substitution effect of a price change’. In the compensating variation
method substitution effect takes place on the same IC, whereas in the Slutsky’s method on a
different IC. The compensating variation in income keeps the real income of the consumer intact
by keeping him on the same IC, but in Slutsky’s method the consumer is overcompensated as he
moves to another IC. However, compensating variation method is hypothetical as we are not sure
by how much the consumer is to be compensated to keep his real income constant. In this sense
the cost difference method is relatively accurate, as here we change the money income of the
consumer by an exact amount. For these reasons, while deriving the demand theorem or while
breaking up of the price-effect into income and substitution effect in terms of indifference curve
analysis we use the cost difference method. But the compensating variation method is useful in
studying consumer’s surplus and welfare economics.

1.2.7  PRICE-EFFECT
Price effect in terms of indifference curve analysis studies consumers behaviour in the event

of a change in the price of one commodity, his money income and the price of the other commodity
remaining constant. When the price of a commodity changes, consumers money income and the
price of the other commodity remaining constant his real income changes. He shall be either better
off or worse off than before depending on whether the price falls or rises. Because now his money
income shall give him more or less satisfaction than before the price change. Accordingly his
equilibrium position shall shift to a new indifference curve. The change in the equilibrium position
on a different indifference curve due to the change in the price of a commodity alone results in price
effect. The price effect is illustrated in the following Figure 1-20.

Figure 1.20 (Price Effect)
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As can be seen in Figure 1.20 given Px, Py and the money income of the consumer, he
attains equilibrium at ‘e1’ on IC1, where the budget line AB1 is tangent to IC1. When the price of
X falls, so that the same money income can purchase more of X, the price line becomes flatter,
changes to AB2 and the consumer’s equilibrium changes to e2 on IC2. Each change in the price of
‘X’ alters the slope of the budget line and the equilibrium position. If we join these equilibrium
points e1, e2, e3 etc. we get a curve called the price consumption curve (PCC).

Thus, PCC is the locus of combinations of equilibrium points corresponding to different
price of a commodity given the price of the other commodity and the money income of the
consumer. In terms of indifference curve analysis, PCC depicts the price effect. It shows the
way in which the consumption of a commodity changes when its price alone changes.

Given the indifference map and the prices of two goods, one can always draw consumers
PCC and ICC. This is shown in the following Figure 1.21.

In Figure 1-21, both PCC1 (due to a fall in Px) and ICC starts from the same equilibrium
point ‘e’, showing the price effect and income effect respectively. It is to be seen here that the
PCC always lies between ICC and the original indifference curve. For a fall in price of X, the
price consumption curve is PCC1 which lies between IC1 and ICC. Similarly, if price of Y falls,
given the price of X and the money income, the price consumption curve takes the shape of
PCC2, this time to the left of ICC. PCC2 lies between IC1 and ICC. This is because, the PCC
represents points of tangency between progressively flatter price lines and indifference curves
which are all convex to the origin. On the other hand, ICC represents points of tangency between
indifference curve and successive price lines all of which have same slope.

1.2.8 PRICE ELASTICITY AND PRICE CONSUMPTION CURVE

The shape of the PCC which studies the price effect also indicates the elasticity of demand
and so the nature of the commodity under consideration. If PCC slopes downward then the
demand for the commodity becomes relatively elastic. In case PCC slopes upwards the demand
for the commodity becomes relatively inelastic. A horizontal PCC implies that the demand for the
commodity is unitarily elastic. This is shown diagrammatically in terms of Figure 1-22.

Figure 1.21
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In Figure 1.22, PCC slopes downward initially over the range PQ, correspondingly the
demand for X becomes relatively elastic, because in this range of the PCC, demand for X change
at a greater rate than the change in its price. Over the range QR, PCC is apparently horizontal
which implies that in this range the demand for the commodity is unitarily elastic. Here both the
quantity demanded and price of the commodity change in the same rate. Similarly over the range
‘RS’, PCC slopes upwards that shows the demand for the commodity to be relatively inelastic.
Here the demand shall change at a smaller rate than the change in price. Therefore by observing
the shape of PCC, one can have ideas about the demand elasticity of the commodity.

1.2.9  BREAKING UP OF THE PRICE EFFECT INTO INCOME AND SUBSTITUTION EFFECTS
We have seen that when the price of a commodity falls, other things remaining constant,

consumers equilibrium shifts to a higher indifference curve. This is due to the gain in his real
income. Besides this, since the commodity becomes cheaper in relation to the other commodity,
the consumer shall substitute the cheaper commodity for the dearer ones. So, a price effect
simultaneously causes an income effect as well
as a substitution effect.

Therefore, the effect of a price change can
be seen as the resultant of the two effects. First-
there is an income effect due to the change in
the real income which causes a movement along
the ICC and second– there is a substitution effect -
the consumer shall purchase more of the
commodity which becomes cheaper due to the
change in the relative prices of the commodities.

The break-up of the price-effect into
income and substitution effects is better explained
diagrammatically. This is shown in the following
figure 1.23.

Figure 1.22

Figure 1-23 (Breaking up of the price effect)
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In Figure 1-23, we have used the Slutsky method to show the break-up of the price effect
into income and substitution effects. Suppose given Px, Py and the money income of the consumer,
the initial equilibrium is attained at ‘P’ where the price-line AB1 is tangent to IC1. Let the price of
X falls, so that the consumer can purchase OB2 amount of X with the same money income, the
new price line becomes AB2 and the consumer attains equilibrium at ‘R’ on IC2. The movement
from ‘P’ on IC1 to ‘R’ on IC2 is the price-effect shown in terms of PCC.

Now the fall in Px can be thought of as an increase in the money income of the consumer, if
we take the original price of X. Assume that the money income of the consumer increases by AK in
terms of commodity Y or B1L in terms of X, so that the new price line be KL (parallel to AB1). With
the new price line the equilibrium shall shift to ‘Q’ on IC2, where KL is tangent to IC2. This movement
from P to Q on ICC is the income effect due to the price-change. Here, it should be noted that this
increase in the money income of the consumer is only due to the fall in the price of X. Now if we
allow the price-change the consumer shall substitute the purchase of X– the cheaper commodity
for Y and shall more from Q to R on IC2. This movement is the substitution effect. In terms of
quantities of commodity ‘X’, here the price effect is MM2, the income effect is MM1 and the
substitution effect is M1M2. Therefore, the price effect (movement from P to R) is the net of the
income effect (movement from P to Q) and the substitution effect (movement from Q to R).

While discussing the price effect we relate the income and substitution effects due to a price
change. Income-effect by definition is positive for normal goods. That means a consumer purchases
more of a normal good as his money income rises and vice-versa. But in discussing price effect
we talk of the income effect due to a price change. For normal goods when the price falls, given
money income, the real income of the consumer (or the purchasing power of his money income)
rises and he purchases more of the good. This is the income effect of a price change. That is
when price falls, real income rises and so quantity purchased rises. So here the relationship
between change in price and the change in quantity purchased is negative. So for normal goods,
income effect of a price change is negative. According to Slutsky the substitution effect is always
negative irrespective of the nature of commodity. Substitution effect is always negative means
irrespective of the nature of the goods, the consumer shall purchase more when the relative price
falls. This is true whether the goods are normal, inferior or even Giffen goods. This is the famous
slutsky theorem which states that the substitution effect is always negative. Therefore in case of
normal goods, the negative income effect reinforces the negative substitution effect making the
net price effect negative. So the quantity purchased of the commodity rises when its price-falls.

In case of inferior goods, the substitution effect is negative. But here the income effect of a
price change is positive. Because by definition inferior goods are mainly consumed when the
consumer is poor and are partially or entirely replaced by superior goods when his income rises.
In other words, less and not more of inferior goods are purchased when the income of the
consumer rises. In case of inferior goods the positive income effect of a price change is very
insignificant compared to the negative substitution effect. That makes the price effect still negative
in case of inferior goods.

However, the case of Giffen goods is entirely different. Giffen goods are very very inferior
goods on which the consumer spends a major portion of his income. A fall in the price of such
goods releases a large amount of his income and can cause a considerable increase in his real
income. This extra income is often used to purchase superior goods by reducing the purchases of
inferior goods. In case of Giffen goods, the income effect of a price change becomes positive and
more than sufficient to neutralise the negative substitution effect. That makes the price effect positive.
For this reason, price and quantity purchased are directly related in case of Giffen goods.
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